
Question Answer  

RSA - For the personal outcomes - should the majority be 
set to be achieved in a year or in a term?  

Set each outcome to an appropriate time scale - these can be different for each 
outcome  

What is the reason behind not having the banding 
threshold document information in addition to our own 
information on the RSA? 

The banding documents are a useful guide. However the statements are generic and 
we are wanting to understand the CYP's needs as an individual  

On the AR in the footer it says current plan date: is this 
the date of the last final EHCP or the date we are holding 
the meeting for the annual review?  

 This the date of the last final EHCP 

If we do an interim review do you want us to record that 
in a particular way/send information in? 

Use the same AR form for interim reviews and send in to us in the same way  

Do you still have two plans? A full plan and an annual 
review form?  

One plan - the EHCP.  This is the legal document. The AR form is a record of the 
progress being made  

Does the LA send us back the AR after it's been 
processed?  

No - we won’t amend the AR paperwork so we will both be saving the same copy  

For attainment, can we use standardised scores? Yes - please make it clear if these are standard scores used in the tests for ARE or if 
they are standardised scores like you may get on a YARC.  The more information the 
better – the important thing is the context and progress over time 

The broad outcomes in the new paperwork - have they 
come from the outcomes framework on the Local Offer? 

Yes :)  

Where and when will the guidance be?  The guidance will be on the local offer with the paperwork  

Will there be exemplar forms? As we receive good examples we will share anonymised versions  

Are we only to ask for medical and social care 
contributions (4.1 and 4.2) when we are updating the 
EHCP or for every annual review?  

We have made new amendment to the AR paperwork. Within template 1 there is a 
section to send to all professionals for every annual review to make sure we are 
checking on the suitability of the current plan. 



If we are requesting extra funding is this an amended 
request?  

If you are requesting additional then this will be a by-product of making a proposed 
amendment to the provision section. Ensure it is clear within the proposed 
amendments, what are you proposing to do differently and what difference this will 
make?  

Are we only updating EHCPs after reviews at key 
transition points? 

There is no requirement to amend the EHCP every year but we may need to amend 
between key transition points.  If, following the AR, there are some proposed 
amendments to the plan then this should be clearly indicated on the AR paperwork.  
Then an amended plan (using strikethrough and highlights to demonstrate the 
proposals) should also be sent to the LA.   

Does this mean CYC are moving away from using MSPs? 
Can we use our school plan / do / review cycle 
monitoring plans and systems as evidence instead? 

The MSPs are a non-statutory document. They continue to be an excellent way to 
work together with families and other professionals to articulate need and to 
monitor the success of interventions and changes to provision as part of the APDR 
cycle. If you wish to amend these to make them suit your setting and be more useful 
to the child and family then please do.  
For an RSA you must demonstrate the graduated response and a few Assess, Plan, 
Do, Review cycles 
There is no plan for the LA to amend the MSP document. 

I have heard from several professionals that MSP's are 
due to be changing in the near future. I was just 
wondering if we should still be launching new MSPs at 
this stage and also if there is an approximate date for 
when the changes are due to take place? 

Do the outcomes still need to meet the needs outlined in 
the previous section: SEMH / Cognition and Learning etc? 

Yes - the outcomes must be related to identified needs 

Are we using old paperwork then for EHCPs until end of 
the year? 

The new paperwork is the AR and RSA. SENDOs will start to use the new EHCP 
paperwork as the new RSAs come out of the 20 week period. 

How will this be communicated to parents? We have 
some that go through EHCPs with a fine tooth comb 
annually and are very uncomfortable if things aren’t all 
100% updated. 

We understand that this will take time for families to adapt to the changes.  Parents 
can be made aware of the direct reference to the quote from the Code in the 
powerpoint prior to decision to propose to amend or maintain. 

Will Sendos be attending ARs because I am struggling to 
get them to attend for our tricky cases? 

SENDOs will always try to attend AR of the most complex cases where at all 
practicable.  

If a parent is thinking about naming a particular setting 
do we do this within the Annual Review meeting and 
make a proposal for a change to setting  

A parental request for a change of provider (amendment to Section I) can be done at 
any time but ideally this would be as a part of a review meeting. AR submitted to LA 
with a proposal to amend.  



 If parents wish to submit their own RSA rather than 
doing it through school, do they use the new form? 

 No 

Can you clarify that there will be NO ARs in the first four 
weeks of term 1?    

There is a legal requirement to complete an annual review within 12 months of the 
previous review or an initial plan being issued (6 months in early years)  

Which year groups must be reviewed in the Autumn 
term? 

Again there are some statutory deadlines over which we have no control;  
For transfers from Nursery and from Y6, the review and any amendments to the EHC 
plan – including specifying the new setting – must be completed by 15 February. 
For YP moving from secondary school to a post-16 institution or apprenticeship, the 
review and any amendments to the EHC plan – including specifying the post-16 
provision – must be completed by the 31 March in the calendar year of the transfer. 
 
We therefore require N2, Year 2, Year 6 reviews to be completed early in the 
Autumn term and Year 11+ by the end of the Autumn term, to allow for 
consultations, writing draft plans and issuing final plans.  

 


